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1
Trivarna Hariharan
How to Seam a Linoleum Floor
We bought this house when we were 28,
upon your insistence.
You believed that we needed larger spaces
to fit our small lives into. The whole idea was to
leave behind things that suggested a really minute role for us in the big
picture; and to delude ourselves into thinking that in the larger scheme of things,
the little structures are always insignificant.
It was to disguise ourselves as the pawns on the chessboard,
only moving when required to. Console ourselves by saying that
the rest of the players would take care of the game better than we ever could.
I think all this to myself as you spread the linoleum on the floor,
carefully taping it from both the ends. I look at you wander around for a while
searching for a low traffic area to create the seam;
before understanding that
most of the house is an empty space.
You see me watching you, eye me with resignation and ask for a utility knife. You place it in the
overlaps and pull it along the entire area to
cut through the linoleum before spreading a thin layer of adhesive
three layers beneath the seam area.
Your precision is almost intimidating, sometimes.
As you continue working along the intersections, I recollect how this was the corner we had our
first scuffle in.
Both of us had screamed at the top of our voices,
and the neighbours had to land up at our place to calm us down.
Soon enough, the sound of the adhesive being extended over the space makes me snap out of my
reverie. The linoleum segments are
placed on the floor almost mechanically. You tell me to press it firmly with my hands.
I push the seam strongly into the adhesive, and it’s in place after a couple of minutes.
Now no one can tell where the two pieces of the linoleum meet, I say to myself.
It’s covered, sealed. Fragments closed.
This is how we hide our wounds too, perhaps –
the house our seam,
our scars enmeshed in layers it’s difficult to dig them out from.

2
Things We Missed At The Carnival

The card games, the dice plays, the rides, the
country music blaring from a 19th century speaker.

Feigned laughs falling off people’s faces,
masks no one could get at fancy coupon counters.

Meaningless pranks on gullible children,
the loud snick of fake bullets whizzing past little ears, scaring them to death.

Strange silences looming inside a stranger disquiet,
the empty moving of hands as they hit insignificant targets.

I remember you won a game by throwing five balls
into a net. They gave you a prize you were never meant to receive –

a sports kit you gave away to a small boy in black. He smiled at you and
thanked you for it.
Not everyone did it;
they took immaterial presents home. God knows if they ever bothered to open them.
At the end, I heard lonely voices in unquiet corners before finally seeing
the place hollow out. The charade was grateful it was over.
That was how we saw the carnival:
and even after all the watching,
we couldn’t land at one correct guess. Not one.

3
Mirage
Your voice rests upon my palm like snow on a
sunny afternoon's window.
Something; you say,
something still feels quite right –
just about right.

And then the shield is lifted off both our eyes.

Maybe we're still looking for complete truths.
The pure ones.

Somewhere behind a rooftop after some time,
I hear the silent snow clear itself away.

4
Threshold
The sky burns green
beneath the horizon.
The birds call it a day
as I join my hands
to chant verses that sound like remnants of broken melodies.
My songs, refugees bound by
untimely curfews, now resonate in the air, loud and free.

The clouds hide behind nebulous shadows every now and then as
the rains that are longed for, are only seen in subtle whispers from evanescing
airs.

The red earth shimmers as if it were inside a golden hourglass.
I look down to see the soil penetrate deep into my calloused feet.

Perhaps I’d have to leave my heart at the threshold of the sky from tomorrow onwards.

5
Agoraphobia
How can I fix it, you ask.
I am scared to tell you you can't:

it has gone beyond the point
it can be repaired or fixed;
it can only be healed, if at all.

The ache in my heart coincides
with a smile on your face.
Quite.

you trace the
contours

of my pining

and leave it at that as I

wait for you to turn
and tell me you're going to mend it.
That you will try to.

You reply you're a cartographer
and that you'd know better: that broken maps can't be
fixed.

But you’re afraid to go.
you say you'd rather stay
in broken places you've always lived in
than go out and start anew.

6
Hal O’Leary
AQUIESCENCE

Though saddened when I found my life must end
Before I’d lived, I cursed all gods with hate.
I’d always hoped to greet death as a friend.
What had I done to meet with such a fate?
Before I’d lived, I cursed all gods with hate,
The very gods I had at times denied.
What had I done to meet with such a fate?
Had I been one the gods might choose to chide,
The very gods I had at times denied?
Those gods were now the focus of my mind.
Had I been one the gods might choose to chide?
Could there be something that I’d yet to find?
Those gods were now the focus of my mind,
And something new, a thought that dawned afresh.
Could there be something that I’d yet to find?
I had a spirit too, as well as flesh!
And something new, a thought that dawned afresh—
Though fearful still, as flesh is wont to be,
I had a spirit too, as well as flesh,
And head held high, I faced Eternity.
Though fearful still, as flesh is wont to be,
(I’d always hoped to greet death as a friend),
And head held high, I faced Eternity,
Though saddened when I found my life must end.

7
On Graduation
On this your day you will receive
advice from everyone you know.
There’s little of it you’ll retain
And really there’s no reason why you should,
for what you will most likely get
are all the things that brought success to them,
as though your life should be a mirror of their own.
But who knows what your life will be,
what opportunities you’ll find,
what trials you may encounter.
Just be prepared for all that comes your way,
And toward that end take heed of this,
In opting twixt the head and heart,
I’d choose the heart for happiness.
And for success, you need no more than this.
Keep all options open
for as long as well you can.

8
A LESSON IN LIFE
A lesson that I learned long . . . long ago
To make yourself a man with pride to show,
To give your face that gleaming golden glow,
I have a thought I think you ought to know.
No matter what this life may have to show,
Should it be something you think is below
A standard over which you'd like to crow,
I see no reason why you should forgo
An option that would set your heart aglow.
Instead of begging off and bowing low
When peers demand a stifling quid pro quo,
It's something that you needn't undergo.
Those alibis can only bring you woe.
With just one little word you can bestow
Upon yourself a gift to help you grow
Into a man you'd be so proud to know,
The secret is to emulate Thoreau.
There’s no excuse, just tell the bastards NO.

9
David Spicer
CHASE
I’m no disguised heroine
nor a droll adventurer
who wrestles to find a language
of the new wilderness, but
an accomplished misfit preoccupied
with his splendid mutation. I
desire to examine the frescoes
of horror in the chapel of my
supreme subconscious. Perhaps
I can join the dinosaurs whose
instilled values I could confiscate
like so much protected cocaine.
A global search, however, is necessary
to absorb the results of such
a shifting saga. Once lit,
these matches may find
an involved, supreme force,
a not so unusual stoic conspiring
to avoid exposure of undefined sins.
But then again, maybe not.

10
Jim Piatt

He Was
He was once
a thinker of
things of the mind,
a taster of metallic
ideas,
a believer of things
unknown,
a studier of
the dark and light,
in the wee hours
of the night,
a person that
lived in the
spirit of the
past, a dreamer,
a feeling person
amidst the
unfeeling, lost
in the misplaced essence
of justice and
mercy. He has
now vanished into
the shadows of
earthen memories.

11
Ennui
Ennui, like a black snake coils around the dark
hours of a metaphorically enhanced
epanalepsis night that has no purpose except
nightmares, smothers reason. An inscrutable
day arrives in an orange mist where shapeless
shadows in the sunlight weave time into
meaningless innuendos of a nonsymmetrical
obscurity of tedium: Night…day…night…day,
the epicycloid manufactured figures that store
the prosaic existence of humans of charitable
indifference in a world of overturned ethics
continues in the swirl of contradictory enigmas.
Imagination-less moths swimming through the
sewer of pseudo-omniscience iterations,
continually argue with the candle’s flame that
beckons to such inscrutable moths hovering in
the discomfort of cold cubicles of gray plastic
where nothing of importance is created except
money. Years, and years of a banality filled
existence, crawls over crimson splinters of
glass, and the bloody meaningless monotony
continues with never ending Bourbon filled
lunches and arrogant mutterings of selfimportance as the world teeters on an
epileptogenic extinction.
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Joanna Cleary
Insomnia

I cannot fall asleep. Lying on my stomach,
my heart reverberates though my whole body.

I don’t understand the phrase. It has never felt
anything like falling. It’s mechanical, an assembly

line: legs and arms are stacked wherever they are
out of the way, one under the pillow, another thrown

away. Divide and conquer. Keep focusing on something
smaller and then smaller still, and eventually you’ll get to

nothing. I presume that’s where you want to go. Now I am
flopped on my side like a fish, and cannot grasp the chalky

filaments of dark behind my eyes mixed with dust and static
firmly enough to peel them away. They stick to my fingers

anyhow and by this point it’s all over me, all over the bed, and
I remain motionless like a belly-up fish on my side or my stomach

or my back until I cannot take any more of my breathing scraping
the side of my arm and I shift over, once, twice, but I threw most

of my body away earlier and it’s all a tangled mess. Tangled isn’t the
right word – it’s more like lackadaisical, an Alice in Wonderland
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puddle of absurdist claustrophobia – but Alice embraced the confusion
she saw so why shouldn’t I – Alice, Alice, two simple syllables and –

if I could dream I would certainly dream of rabbits – the Mad Hatter –
– and a river of tears, but I can only do the opposite and pry open my eyes.

Here are the facts. I gently ease night off of my face, folding it beside
me like a pillow. I rearrange my sailor-knotted limbs into something

resembling a more appropriate version of sleep. I can always pretend.
If nothing else, I will be Alice’s sister and await her return, tell her that

she dreamt the whole thing.
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October, 3 a.m.

The last poem I read about insomnia

crow-pecked, watermelon-rind brain and

said something about the moon and

I. Something to do with where I stand

pain. I can’t find it anywhere but I know

right now and how it was not supposed

I didn’t make it up. Things aching about

to happen. We had made a deal, this

the night have an untouchable ring like

wind-haunted, October-bloated brain

truth or dark midnight moon phone calls.

and I. Something about how quiet it all

It’s October and to my touch the air and

is and how I was not supposed to hear it.

windowpanes feel like 3 a.m. mixed

My breathing sounds just like my voice; I

slowly with the foreign white haze of the

am one step away from speaking in tongues

moon. I can’t see outside so it might as

and one step away from being outside. That

well be winter, three, four, five, six in the

makes all the difference. That makes all the

morning. My hand is still pressed against
the window, one hand, two hands, my

difference. I sense an end to this moment
and

forehead, and I am counting once again.

I am not wrong. I close my eyes and it is a

There must be fingerprints everywhere,

different kind of dark, and my bed is a
different

my little spiraling circles of genes and
skin smudging away the soft diamond
coating of the stars. I should go back to
my bed, throw myself under the blankets
and hope the heat will make me go limp
like spaghetti. We had made a deal, this

kind of inside. That makes all the difference.
I have scattered pieces of such
metamorphoses
around the room, perhaps intentionally, and
as
I lie down finally I pretend that it is
snowing.
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I’m leaving soon.

I’m leaving soon. That is all I know,
sitting the glass room where I wait.

I know I should dig through the
scattered layers like archaeology.

I know I should rearrange whatever
I find so it can be packaged properly.

I know it’s hard. It gets simpler as you
go on, the simple element of undressing.

That’s all I can say, looking at the dirtsmeared glass so beautiful with its casing.

And my face chiseled with stoic uncoverings,
my hands, riveted in misperception, my hands.

16
I’m leaving soon

I’m too aware of my body
twisted halfway out the door
because I don’t know whether
I want to leave or stay and

leaving is inevitable, so I
might as well exemplify
that in everything I don’t
know/everything I do and

soon it will be blank spaces
everywhere, soon it will be the
light that softly slants downward.
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friday november 13 2015

things are happening in paris now as in people stop
existing like winter breath right as i am finishing my

homework, only half-aware of the scrawled sunset
sketching and then erasing itself without pause.

there is something dived between the glare of the
computer screen and the graphite-gray night air;

we have all drawn in ourselves the moon that we
think sometimes has a face and perhaps that face

is ultimately indifferent to the contours of human
sadness, and we have all painted ourselves in ink-

stained pieces of broken windows reflecting the
sky behind us, but the fact now is that some have

been traced over into a place where there is nothing to
draw, and the rest remain in a land with all too much.
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Brad Garber

Replay
Today I lined up slices of fruit the oxalis bending toward the one window a woman with a dog and a phone rubbing
alcohol ready for erasing the sharpie ink and it was more about color than amount even back in high school when I
thought I fucked Judy in the AV room on linoleum surrounded by projectors and reels and this place is full of masks
I realize with gray hollow gazes against a light green foreground the cicadas and mantis on the move that the room
like so many things was vacuum-packed and lifeless a salad on the table messages buzzing insanely and
provocatively along the wall thousands of dead bees in the yard blamed on anything imagined but this is not what
was expected when packages started appearing at the open door and me naked on the back porch with ice cubes
floating in stupor settling into mendacity all of the gawking traffic streams of cooling lava into town while in the
distance a piping pollinated child runs down paths of the arboretum its tail not yet absorbed and it was supposed
to be special running down black alleyways dodging sirens and parents and inevitable loss my skin boiled raw
greasy sheep wool in red dye and itching but things seldom work well when the stove is too hot and everything
rises in steam before the flavors have twined and I took the bananas and arranged them next to blueberries so
that the last rays of Venus reflected but effort spilled prematurely and didn’t take. Nothing took.
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Remains
It starts with a tooth
the twist and yank
and out
leaving a divot in the head
then more
while slow accumulations
flow like glaciers
toward the ocean heart
and the knee jettisons its seat cushion
opting to grind its pepper slowly
Then, they peck your hair
they
being those unplugged
moments
when lungs fill with morning
bladders fill with angst
colons fill with waving sea life
but you can’t hear the roar
of surfing organs
rolling up on the beach
littered with parasites
the long float over
picked clean
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Re-entry
Away fly to capacity the is
grunion defining whose creature a to
herself hawthorne she, loss in drowning.
Daily kill image she which for pastime
a to infantry devotes she, death
by wounded. Insanity junket grief between
line Lear fine that landmass is she,
long before. Meat raw lithograph lumps
with filled and coffee of misdeed
house a in alone lives she.
“Myth ringing the from recoiled; door
the peephole knocked postman the when
panic in place,” friends seeing stops
she. Alive eat predestination would bird
the rabbits of necks rain snapping,
chicks day-old dead of respite
pockets her, forest and field through
rill with stalking days her spends
she. Script grows she, tamer grows
bird the scrotum: game zero-sum
a become, bereavement showpiece in it
practices Macdonald as, hawking sorority thus.
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Primal Stirrings

I like to get in the shower
She said, dragging the beaver
Pelt across the pond of her ribs
And pretend I am a birch
It wasn’t long ago my daughter
Taken by the horse fever
Neighed on rocks along the ocean
The voices deep within her
Rambling on the mudding cracks
Etched beneath a flaring sun
Her bare feet in jagged canter
A line of toes across the horizon
I like to stand in the ferns
He said, dragging the snake
Skin across the arch of his back
And pretend I am the apple

22

Painter
When I went to the island where you lived it was to invite you to lunch and the beauty of the inlet flanked by high
trees and the smooth water was dreamlike and peaceful the rugged home at the end of a thin fjord smoke curling
into a rising day and you were there in the studio the one transported from the high school where you taught me
to notice things and the artwork dripped and shimmered off the walls of your home your thick right hand injured
when I reached out to shake it your broad shoulders like yokes on oxen driving you from one place to another
thrusting a tall can of beer into my unworthy hands as you walked by talking about something as light and smoke
filled a thick cabin air a small child (perhaps mine) sitting on a bench while you welded piles of foam rubber in the
living room and your wife watched in the kitchen and a generator in an adjoining room burst into flames and me
alerting you by throwing my beer into the flames and you rushing into the room to douse the electric flames by
grabbing sparks with rubber gloves which you just seemed to be wearing and then it was time to go and we kissed
our cheeks your broad arms around me never looking me in the eye and your wife directed to take me off the
island as you stormed off to the next creation your wife unsure as to how to operate the boat which was a white
mare in heat strapped to a boat trailer waiting to be freed so I took my daughter (perhaps the small child) to a far
shore and swam back to leave the boat for the artist.

23

John Grey

THE GREAT BREAKFAST INDIFFERENCE

My wife says the farmer's children

Her grandfather was a humble landowner.

dress in tattered clothes and are always hungry.

No one could curse that great yellow blazing orb,

Then she tells me about the floods

the imperious sun,

that swamp the fields and...

like he could.

can you just imagine?

My wife says there is so much

she says that all the time -

that has never occurred to me.

can you just imagine

She puts food on my table

a man struck by lightning

then proceeds to relate its life history.

while planting seed

Can you just imagine the tears?

on a hot day

Can you just imagine the alarm clock

with a great blue passionless sky overhead -

beating the rooster to the punch?

can you just imagine

Can you just imagine what it takes

the glass not half full or half empty,

for one drop of milk

but shattered

and one corn-flake

and the drops of liquid

to meet up in the kitchen

scattered across the plains

of a Providence home

while the thirsty, down on their scarred knees,

on a morning in mid-June?

lick away senselessly at parched earth.

It takes a question, I expect.
And an answer,
more mouthful than words.

24
IN A DEFINING WORLD

1 find life is an admonitory story of rusty screens that rip
apart at the touch, and hot plates that singe lingers
and out-of-tune piano keys that pound the ears of others,
with a priest forever in the background
charged with guiding us to our golden selves.

It is also a laminated kitchen table that reels in
scattered children with nothing more than dinner smells,
bounces them like balls on chairs.

Sometimes, it's a car window ministering sunlight to dark faces.
Or it's contained in a brown briefcase stenciled with a company name,
securely locked and held tight against the upper leg of a businessman.

Or it' s a young guy getting over a heartbreak by catching the
first glance of highway under his own wheels
and then, when the dust of crunching speed settles,
beeping a love song outside the second floor window of his new love.

Or it's understanding that, sometimes, the lover with the equine face
hides an immaculate soul, and that magnetic signs
hugging steel doors are not a workable philosophy.

I've taken to conceptualizing life as a habit as much as a need:
the killing of motors to witness the dire accidents of others,
solving cracks in the sidewalk as if they're Pythagorean puzzles,
hacking down the dying elm before it falls of its own accord.
I'm constantly immersing myself in my own definitions.
Where 1 can't edit, I footnote
APRIL MOURNING

25

My dear, none of this spring is correct.
There's a naked man dripping but no buckets of rain.
Something is buzzing but not a lawn-mower.
The razor is dull but, duller still, the daffodils.
It's an April morning sure
but one that foams around the lips,
that gathers under a tepid shower.
Nothing is rising, not even the eyelids.
It's the kind of spring a hearse would bring.
If love is in the air,
it's the dead stuff left over from last year.

26
Cynthia Linville

There aren’t enough black candles for your Death Day cake

You are riding your motorcycle
through acres of black velvet

You are walking a tightrope
through the door in the water

You are soothing eleven elephants
painted with our secrets

You are excavating layers of laundry
looking for the lost peacock

You are unclasping your fists
showing me that your very bones are golden

27

In the Crevasses of the Night

I can smell you: cigarettes, sweat, and
the cheap gasoline
you used to put in your dirty truck.
I can feel you: tongue rough as sand paper
the sharp edges of your clunky charm necklace
biting into my neck.
I rub my mind over and over the night you left
hoping to iron it straight
hoping to make it lie flat.

I know you made your own bed of nails
yet I feel the sharp points
piercing my back.

28
Mike Elson

RACHEL

He, the font of wisdom, nobody listened to. He, the center of attention, no one paid attention to. She, the christian,
without compassion. She, the honest person, who lied. They, who married without like or love. They, who married
without name or adherence. They, who wanted no one different to marry.
Rachel surprised no one when she began to kill him.

29
Michael Chin

SEA LEVEL

1
The first time I saw the Pacific, the blue struck me as fundamentally different from the bluegreen frothing of the Atlantic. I took off my socks and shoes and walked for the better part of an
hour at the edge of the sand, letting the water wash over me as the tide came in, pruning my toes,
chilling me to the bone.

2
You invited me to the Outer Banks—unaware, or overlooking that I was still in love with you.
I’ve never told you how close I came to drowning, chasing your periwinkle two-piece, trying to
keep up with you and your friends in the waves, in the space between shore and the sandbar that
all of you, stronger swimmers than me, reached. I turned back before I got there and have never
been certain which I regret more—not taking the chance on swimming further into the ocean, or
getting into the water at all.

3
In Christopher Nolan’s magician film, The Prestige, Michael Caine tries to console Hugh
Jackman about the loss of his wife—drowned in a water tank trick gone horribly wrong. Caine
cites a sailor he once knew who drowned to the cusp of death, who said that the sensation of
drowning itself “was like going home.”

Later, in a moment of bitterness, Caine retconned the anecdote, “I was lying. He said it was
agony.”

4
I don’t swim anymore. There’s the stink of chlorine in pools. The sting jellyfish off the coast. In
any standing water at all, the sensations of soaking and sinking and suffocation.

5

30
In The Silmarillion, Tolkien’s appendage to The Lord of the Rings, he writes, “that in water there
lives yet the echo.” This may explain the ways in which the water still calls to me.

6
Each year, hurricanes tear away properties on The Outer Banks. The sea levels are rising and
projected to grow higher yet on account of global warming. Scientists say that in the next ten
years the entire destination may be undone—beaches, houses, wild horses lost to water.

7
I don’t care if that place disappears. A part of me wants it ripped apart by the rising tide, washed
away into oblivion, so that I might leave it behind for good.

8
But it’s not so much that I wish for anything to be destroyed. Not so much that I ever wish to kiss
your lips again. Just that I prefer the Pacific to the Atlantic now. West to east. Sunsets over
sunrises.

31
Chila Woychik

Karsten

I fell weightless for what seemed like aeons, though it couldn’t have been more than a
few seconds. A soft snowy ledge interrupted my descent on the far side of the pit. Others had
preceded me and I strained to catch sight of them, but all I could see was a tangled mess of
bodies continuing to drop, end over end, farther and farther into the blackness. Someone hit the
side and a ski flew off, spun wildly until it connected with the side again, then it too dropped out
of sight. There was much screaming. I think I heard a prayer. Or maybe a long string of curses.

Up the hill the man stumped, toward the house, his modest form amplified by the
snowsuit. If the window had been cleaner, I might have feared more. It’s not every day a Swiss
novelist lands in your back pasture after climbing out of a sinkhole.
He walked like a dead man, dragging first one leg then the other through the three and
four foot high snowdrifts, skis slung over one shoulder. Why he didn’t stop and strap them on
bothered me for quite a while—until I heard about the sinkhole. He had a right to carry his skis,
and be paranoid about the possibility of sinkholes ahead of him.
Iowan sinkholes are a rarity. And on land that’s been plowed and planted for more than
five generations, it’s downright anomalous. If someone had told me that thing was hiding there
under layers of sod all these years, I’d have called them certifiable, but then one tends to change
one’s mind when the evidence points to the contrary. Evidence is evidence, but I don’t consider
it good evidence if it’s digital and potentially photoshopped. It has to be Polaroid. Karsten
assured me it was Polaroid.
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I was skiing blithely along one cloud-hung Saturday through a thicket of trees and down
a slight incline—not a hill, more a rise—when three of our group dropped out of sight ahead of
me like they’d fallen over a cliff, but I knew for a fact there were no cliffs nearby because one
tends to notice those things. I was last in line and the momentum carried me forward and over in
that incredulous accident I lived to tell about, and eventually will write about.

He knocked on the door. Introductions aside, I called the local sheriff’s deputy and
informed him of the situation; he laughed, thought it was a joke, but drove over regardless. It
made the news.
“I’ll rent a room in town,” Karsten said, “until I figure out what this is all about, until I
regain my bearings.”
“There aren’t any rooms in town. This is rural Iowa, and the town consists of a gas
station, a bank, and a bar.” There was room in the barn, in the hayloft, I told him. I’d spent all
fall revamping it for guests, an overflow for those who couldn’t squeeze into my tiny domicile.
The loft came in useful, though Karsten was skeptical. I then asked him about his car.
“It’s at home, in Zurich.”
How did he drive here then, and what made him think he could climb the fence to our
pasture and go skiing, I asked. I didn’t mention the sinkhole again right away. He seemed
relieved.
“I didn’t climb the fence. I came right through the gate.”
At least he was being honest. I’d have to lock it from now on. But back to how he got
here. He avoided the question, or maybe he simply didn’t hear it, so I asked it again. He went
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into a long diatribe about how he had left home that morning with three friends to go skiing, and
how one never knows quite what one might get into when one shuts the door behind them to
enter the strange world beyond. Then something about a job in a sausage factory, how he needed
a mug of good beer, and the price of parkas.
“I swear to you, Riley, I had no intention of trespassing on your land. We Swiss don’t lie,
as a rule. Of course there are always exceptions.” I almost grinned at his seriousness. He
continued, “And besides, I don’t know how I got here. We were discussing where we should eat
once we left the Schwarzwald, came to a gate at the end of a trail, opened it and continued on
through the woods, and boom, here I am.”
Boom was right. Fall. Drop. Boom.
The Schwarzwald. That’s the Black Forest, he said, when I asked for an explanation. His
English was very good; he told me it was required in school. After school, he had lived in
England for several years before returning to his home country. Yes, his English was good, but
his delightful Swiss-German accent slipped tantalizingly through those perfect white teeth, past
those full pink lips, out of that ruggedly handsome face: square jaw, deep green eyes, sandy
blond hair. Nevertheless, I had other plans for my future, and he would still sleep in the barn.

The hole was deep and black but a set of stairs cut into the wall on my right. I must have
been in shock, or having an episode of who-knows-what. My brother’s wife’s great aunt’s second
cousin was institutionalized, and maybe this was my destiny too. But it was either up or down for
me, so I unlatched my skis and ascended.

Iowan winters vex the landscape, and my mood—it happens every year. Loneliness is
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still loneliness, no matter how many winters come and go, and shake their icy baubles like a big
snow globe hung over our slate-grey skies (undimmed by smog, mind you), until earth’s sucky
grimness turns pristine and white at the last. Karsten was there to show me something about that,
I think—about loneliness and a life beyond sinkholes. About the coldness of winter and the
warmness of heart. But that’s only conjecture on my part.
Oh the stories he told about Switzerland, and England, and Europe. He talked about
South America once or twice, too, but I wasn’t interested in that. Drug cartels came to mind.
I’d watch the sun dip below the horizon on those evenings and pretend I was on the other
side of the world with the sun rising instead of setting. One time I imagined myself perched on a
satellite, zooming in on the places he spoke of with my own private version of Google Earth. The
view was magnificent. Then the wind would catch the barn door and remind me that evening
chores were waiting.
He stayed in the loft until spring. He slopped the hogs and gave the horses a workout
through those snow-draped hills and dales. Of course, he used the other pasture, not the one with
the you-know-what in it.
When spring thaw thoroughly muddied the furrows beyond all sensible pasture use, he
took the horses to the road out front and ran them up and down for hours a week. With his cape
flying behind him in the wind, he reminded me of the headless horseman of old.
The day finally came when Karsten came out the front door of the barn with his backpack
on and skis slung over his shoulder, much like when I had first seen him. I had washed my
windows during spring cleaning, so he didn’t look nearly as big, but then he didn’t have his
snowsuit on either. He sent it in to Goodwill with me one day when I told him where I was
going.
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“You’ve been such a help to me these past few months,” I said when I went out to see
him off.
“I’m not sure what I would have done without you,” he replied.
He stood there looking at me and I at him. It was an awkward few seconds. I was about to
hug him when he mentioned a girl, Essie.
“I’m not sure if she’s still waiting, but I hope she is,” he said. Then he got that faraway
look he sometimes did when a topic about the past came up.
So I reached over and shook his hand real hard. I would have clasped it with the other
too, I was that sad to see him go, but I had a bowl of two-day-old smelly scraps in it, for the pigs.
They’d love it.
“How will you get all the way back? To Switzerland?” I asked, as he began down the
road.
“Same way I got here, I imagine. Time and an open gate.”
I couldn’t argue with that, so I watched him shrink into the distance until he disappeared
completely.
We’d set the stage for people like Karsten, people who drop in, stay awhile, then leave
again— Iowa’s square miles of country roads, open gates, and the occasional but very real
sinkhole.

Essie’s voice rang in my ears even as it disappeared into the crater. “Karsten! Does this
mean we can’t have lunch?”
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Brian Michael Barbeito
UNDER THE SWEDISH PAINTINGS
There was a picture there, a painting, and it stayed above the couch. In fact, somewhere close by, there was
another painting that was similar and must have been by the same artist. A pair they were. They showed, in
bright hues, some kind of rural village. One got the distinct feeling that it was somewhere in Sweden or
Switzerland. And the peculiar thing is that there really aren’t pointers saying why. In one of the paintings there
was a church or a schoolhouse. I don’t remember it as well as the other one. The people were healthy and hale,
happy and some of them were even running to somewhere. It was summertime and there were actual green
fields and blue skies as cliché as it might be. It was the other one I remember more- there were some horses,
incredibly large, and it was a farm where a man you felt right off was wise and knowing about things set to the
task of fixing something on a tree stump. Maybe he was adjusting a part of a saddle or shoe or something or
other quite equestrian. The inside of the barn which doubled as a workhouse could be seen also. Not much in
there could be discerned, but the shapes of tools announced themselves. A dog looked on. It was white with
brown patches, - some kind of hound dog and maybe half beagle. The frame was old and even if it was not dusty
if seemed a bit dusty. Those pictures must have been chosen for their positivity and light. The events in them
were wholesome, healthy, upward looking. I think most people would not notice them. A few people might
glance at them simply because they were there. I used to stare at them and go into a timeless trance. There were
details such as the crinkles in the denim coveralls the wise horse man wore. There was some shade to the side of
the tree and other things like the dogs ears or the way it was barking happily at something. Then I would stare in
a lighter trance at the frame and the wall behind the frame. I guess once I was clothed and fed people left me
alone. There was some sort of bliss. I must have spent plenty of time in that front room. Long comfortable
couches. Aloe Vera plants on the sills and there was a draft from the window in the winters. One learns later that
a draft is something ‘wrong’ and is to be corrected. But then, before socialization, I remember liking the draft
and the feeling it gave. There was something interesting about being on a warm couch and feeling a cold draft
and maybe I reached over and touched the window and made shapes the way children do. Sometimes they gave
me paper and pen or pencil and I only drew the same thing: a series of arching lines like a rainbow. The lines
were meant to designate a cave. And the cave was going in and in and in and in. I must have liked the effect of
the smaller archways under the larger ones because they provided the illusion of 3D, of depth. Maybe it was way
of returning to the womb. Who could know then that there was such a thing really as time? Or, if one understood
the nights and days,- they were just a bit of a magical change and shift, a nuance really in the cosmic-satori-like
stillness of an ever-present,…well…’present.’ But that all changed and brought the young boy, double-crowned,
mystical, empathic, early orphaned, born during an incredible night-time thunderstorm in the middle of the
signal of Castor and Pullox, a boy sometimes robust and good natured but at other times frail, sickly, overly
affected by some unknown force or forces,- onwards towards the rest of the world. The picture though. There was
a picture there and as mentioned, actually two. They waited in the days and at night they went darker like the
rest of the world. Soft lights, electrical waves that washed the walls, got caught on the paintings. Then, when the
lights went out, the paintings went with them. The whole room became overtaken in a gulping and intensely
thick, well-wrought darkness. This darkness was not malevolent or lurid. In fact, there was some Gnostic or
sacrosanct flavor to it. I sat in it, among the Aloe Vera and the frames, the old blankets with properly high thread
counts. I layed back and surveyed odd shapes on the ceiling. A winter truck, perhaps a snow plow, would come
by on a close residential street. The engine felt as if was inside of my brain. There was no difference to what was
outside or inside. Reality or being was simply ONE. I didn’t mind. Far from it. Then silence, but not just the
silence without noise. That is a prosaic silence. I mean to convey the silence of being as experienced and
intuited through the silence of the night. And…there was some nascent message or revelation always coming to
the heart and spirit. It did arrive. It had to do with expansiveness and eternity, - the being with it- but not to do
with linear things like time, language. And that is how it was under those framed pastoral scenes. That is how it
was under the Swedish paintings.
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